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 and in one week it rose to no less than 720.1 Naturally
one of the first considerations when building operations
on a large scale were undertaken was to find accommoda-
tion for the workmen—the town of Roslyn was said to
have originated in the houses built as lodgings for the
.men working on the wonderful chapel, begun in I44f>.2
In particular the masons' lodge figures prominently
in all building accounts. This building, with which was
associated the * trasour ', ' tracyng house ' or drawing
office of the master mason, was the main workshop of
the masons. It was also the place where they met for
meals and for their midday nap.3 It, therefore, became
the centre of the life of the craftsmen and their temporary
gild hall. Being to a large extent foreigners—in the;
sense in which the word was always used in mediaeval
times and is still used in country districts, namely,
persons from another part of England-—the masons
were in some degree isolated, and this fact, combined
with their trade interests, would tend to form them into
a close society ; the temporary nature of their residence
in any one spot and their habit of travelling about
prevented such a society becoming a local gild and
rendered it national. This helps to explain the remark-
able rapidity with which fashions in architecture spread,
and the way in which a particular moulding or ornament
is found all over the country at the same time ; it also
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